Aloha I'm NASA Kennedy's Tiffany Boyer

and I'm taking you inside KSC

the United Launch Alliance Atlas 5

booster for Boeing's crew flight test

arrived aboard the company's Mariner

cargo ship at nearby Cape Canaveral Air

Force Station it was transported to the

Atlas spaceflight Operations Center

where it will await the start of

operations for its mission targeted for

late 2019 the Atlas 5 rocket will launch

the Boeing CST-100 Starliner and its

crew to the International Space Station

for NASA's Commercial Crew program the
crew flight test will demonstrate
Starliner and Atlas five's ability to safely carry crew to and from the orbiting laboratory we are going Northrop Grumman's abort motor for NASA's Artemis one uncrewed test flight arrived at Kennedy Space Center and was moved to the launch abort system facility high bay for processing the abort motor is one of three motors located on the launch abort hour for Orion's launch abort system or la's during Artemis 1a Ryan will watch atop the Space Launch System rocket on
an approximately three week mission that will take the spacecraft thousands of miles past the moon the LA S will pull Orion and its crew away to safety if an emergency occurs during ascent of the rocket and remember spaceport magazine digs deeper inside KSC